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AUSTRALIAN GUITAR MAKER John Price incorpo-
rates both traditional and modern elements into his
guitars, with results that have won him a roster of
well-lceown players such as Jorge Morel, George
Benson, Ricardo Cobo, Krzysztof Pelech, Rene
Izquierdo, Elina Chekan, Jorge Caballero, Ricardo
lzrruola, Muriel Anderson, Daniel Wolff and Andy
Summers.

Price's craftsmanship has its roots in cabinetmak-
ing: 'I was offered an apprenticeship in cabinetmak-
ing not long after my family moved to Australia in
1970 from Wallingford in the UK,' he says. 'I worked
for the next seven years in a factory making office
furniture, which gave me a very sound education in
all aspects of my trade including wood machining,
assembly, polishing and upholstery. I then moved
into the government sector and was hired as a
Maintenance Carpenter for the Highways depart-
ment, where I became leading hand for the next thir-
teen years.'

Price was inspired to make his first guitar after his
fattrer showed him a library book on luthiery: Make
Your Own Classical Guitar by Stanley Doubtfire. 'I
was looking for something different to do with wood
other ttran cabinetry and Grandfather clocks which
I had been making as a hobby to satisfr'my creative
aspirations. When I opened this book and started to
read, it was almost as if I had been shown my tme
calling and was only begJnning to realise what I reai,
lywanted to do. The photos and descriptions of rare
and exotic woods being worked so thinly and deli-
cately were too much to bear.'

'My love for beautiful and exotic wood, coupled
with my need to make music, is j

of strands to make up the required diameters. Oddly
enough, the sound from these crrde strings pleased
my ear far more than the steel ones I was replacing.
So I think this was probably the catalyst that even-
tually decided my direction in making nylon string
classical guitars which I specialise in today.'

Price's early guitars were based loosely on models
of Jose Romanillos, Ignacio Fleta and Robert
Bouchet, makers who had been featured in the
Doubtfire book on classical guitar luthiery, which his
father had subsequently bought Price for his bfth-
day and provided the handwritten inscription inside

its pages: 'For Fortitude in
Adversity.'

The first guitar I made was
not a failure as such,' he
says. 'It did not have a bad
sound but it was nowhere
near what I had hoped to
achieve. It did inspire me to
make another. My second
guitar was shown to Tommy
Emmanuel. He was most
encouraging and told me he
would love to hear my third
guitar. Unfortunately the
opportunity to show him that
second guitar never arose. I
started showing my guitars to
teachers around Adelaide,
and, as a consequence,
began to sell them.'

Price was inspired by the
Australian School of Guitar
Making' after attending a gui-
tar festival in Darwin and

Jolnn Price.

what ultimately drew me into guitar
making. My skills and training as a
cabinet maker, fd felt, would be
used to their best advantage in
building guitars, not to mention
that making musical instmments
stmck me as a far more wortlry use
for these fine woods than crafting
them into furniture.'

Price has been playing guitar ever
since he was given one for
Christmas when he was eigf,rt years
old. 'It had been one of those cheap,
nasty things with a cowboy painted
on top. But I loved tl-e instrument
and the sound I could make on it,
especially when I over-trmed the
strings to breaking point! I'd
snapped more strings than I could
afford to replace with my pocket
money, so I stole the nylon line from
m3r dad's fishing rod and pleated my
o\\Tl strings with varying numbers
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meeting several estab-
lished Australian mak-
ers who favour modern
materials and building
concepts in guitar con-
struction. 'Until then, I
was achieving good
results building my gui-
tars using traditional
methods, but there was
just that something
extra I found so appeal-
ing in the sound of
these newer guita-rs,' he
says. T didn't get a
chance to inspect marry
of the instruments at
that,feptival as closely
as I would have liked. so

all I had to go on was a basic description from their
makers of how some parLs were made. I had no real
idea how they all went together to produce the firller
sounds I was hearing. I will always be indebted to
Eugene Philp, who sadly is no longer with us,
because he was willing to spend time with me dur-
ing that festival. In his own colourfirl way, he had
described some, but by no means all, of his ideas
and methods which further inspired me.'

'I went straight to work and was pleased with my
first attempt at building a lattice-braced guitar. It
produced good volume and sustain but it did not
have quite the depth or complexity of sound I was
hoping for. Still, it was so much better than my first
traditional instrument. I used what I had learnt
fiom that first lattice-braced guitar and incorporated
some of my own ideas into the next few instruments
until gradually I started to develop a picture of how
these guitars worked. I really had to think creative-
Iy, as these guitars were vastly different in their con-
struction from what I had been accustomed to mak-
ing.'

Price specialises in making an arched, braceless-
back guitar, designed to maxirnise strength and
allow for better air flow inside the soundbox to
enhance the projection of the instrument markedly.
'It has a 'focusin$ effect on the guitar's overall
sound, and minimises the dampening effect when
the guitar is held too close to the body,' Price says of
this design.

'Brazihart rosewood, German spnrce, Western red
cedar, Indian ebony, Indian rosewood and Brazilian
mahogany are the usual luthier woods of choice, but
most of these, especially Brazilian rosewood, are now
almost impossible to get hold of. I have good sup-
plies which I purchased and stashed away over
many years. Tasmanian Blackwood is an excellent
wood for guitar backs and sides. The botanical name
is Acacia Melanoxolyn. The colour goes from a light
gold through to dark redlbrovrn, often with black
stripes running through it. It is very similar to the
Hawaiian Koa tree and is often used as a substitute
wood in ukuleles. It's better known in ttre US as
Black Acacia. Fiddleback or "figured" Blackwood is
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prized for its beaug'. but. as rrlth all beaurifirl
tonewoods, it is getting harder and harder to find
with a good figure. Althouglr the tree grou/s across
Eastern Australia, I source mine directly from
Tasmaniabecause I feel the colour and density of the
wood is of a better quality.'

'I have used this wood extensively with gSeat
results and it is what I use for my bindings. It is a
very striking wood, similar to Hawaiian Koa. The off-
cuts, which are too small to make into guitars, a-re
used in my ukuleles. Nothing goes to waste! I give
the ebony off-cuts from the fingerboards to jewelry,
pen, and box makers.' In addition to classical gui
tars Price has also made bazoukis, ouds, steel string
acoustic guitars, flamenco guitars, electric guitars,
ukuleles, and an electric violin.

'Players familiar with my work encouraged me to
send guitars to the US where the market is much
bigger. Wittr the help of a friend who worked in a
music shop in Adelaide, I set up a sale by commis-
sion in an outlet on the West Coast of America,'Price
says. A week after the guitar arrived at the shop,
my phone rang and a guitarist informed me that he
had purchased my instmment and was "blown
away''by its sound and playability. He wanted to
know if hisr fi:iends could place orders. I was
stunned. I really didn't expect to sell a guitar so
quickly and here I was with four new orders.'

'Not long afterward, Tony Acosta of Luthier Music
in New York placed an order for two of my guitars.
He rang and told me they were nov/ being played by
some of his well-known clients who had liked them
very much, and as a result he asked if Luthier Music
could be my exclusive distributor. I accepted with-
out hesitation. We worked closely together in the
ensuing months and I was happy to receive invalu-
able feedback from the players, which improved my
making.'

'Another memorable moment was when Tony
called and asked me to listen very closely at the end
of the phone. I heard the most wonderful guita_r
playing within his shop, and it wasn't until the piece
had been played in full that I was told it was Ricardo
Cobo, who had been playn€ the guitar he had just
purchased - one of mine. I don't know if Ricardo still
owns that guitar, but what he did for my confidence
that day will remain with me forever.'

'I have been spending more time trying out differ-
ent ideas in the never ending quest to create the elu-
sh'e "perfect guita-r". I have always been aware that
these modern instruments are sensitive to minor
changes in their construction, so I made a con-
scious decision to incorporate design changes in
deliberate incremental steps. However, I have also
made a few fairly drastic changes to the construc-
tion of my guitars which have since proven to be an
integral part of their acceptance and ultimately their
success.'

'My first latticed-braced guitars, for example, were
quite hea'qy. Guitarist and composer Jorge Morel
owned one of these heavier guitars and I heard he
was having difficulty with it onstage when he got up
to take a bow. I was already awa.re the weight of my
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